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Overview
With the Federal Reserve positioned to raise rates for the first time since June 2006, some
generally unanticipated consequences are predictable. Even after material declines in volumes
since the Great Recession, time deposits remain a significant $1.6 trillion component of FDICinsured financial institution balance sheets. Most community financial institutions fund 10-40%
of their balance sheet with time deposits.
However, bankers generally do not consider the potential for their time depositors to act in the
depositors’ own best interests to use the optionality bankers have embedded within these
accounts. In a rising rate environment, depositors may find that they can increase the value of
their certificate of deposit “CD” contracts by cashing in early and reinvesting.
This paper provides guidance for measuring the option value of early withdrawal penalties and
modeling the potential income and capital at risk within a time deposit portfolio resulting from
depositors utilizing this optionality within their accounts to maximize the account values.

The Time Deposit Market
Long-suffering time deposit account holders are hoping for better yields the next time their CDs
mature. Bankers anticipate this and model their future interest expense by applying “beta”
estimates at the time of deposit maturities in their modeling. “Beta” is the percentage of interest
rate changes that must be passed on to the depositors to maintain funding volumes. Although
commonly applied to non-maturing deposits, time deposit pre-maturity decay rates have
generally been ignored.
Now, bankers are confronted with the possibility of increases in deposit costs and portfolio
decay not previously considered. The reason - time deposit customers may soon discover and
exploit the options embedded in their time deposit accounts. Simply stated, waiting to maturity
may not be the best choice available for many depositors. Deposit holders may be able to
“refinance” their CDs by taking action immediately to withdraw before maturity and improve the
value of their portfolio without any risk. Beyond typical beta estimates, this potential depositor
action presents a largely unanticipated cost to the financial institution that will have to be
addressed to maintain funding volumes as rates rise.
Time deposit early withdrawal penalties are commonly set to be a forfeiture of a specific
number of months of interest. In the recent environment of low rates, these penalties have
become much less punitive. For example, the owner of a five-year, $100,000 CD opened 12
months ago at an annual percentage yield “APY” of 1.20% with a six-month early withdrawal
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penalty, would only forfeit approximately $600 of interest if he or she withdrew it early. By
reinvesting the proceeds for the remaining 48 months, the depositor can recover that $600
penalty and increase their value at maturity if they can reinvest at any APY above 1.35%. The
benefit to depositors resulting from such a modest interest rate increase from 1.20% to 1.35%
(15 basis points) illustrates the potential volatility of deposit refinancing.
Depositor ignorance and inaction are unlikely to spare financial institution portfolios. Financial
news media and progressive financial institutions looking for properly-priced funding as interest
rates rise will have powerful motivations to get the message to depositors. Long-suffering
depositors will quickly and easily welcome and explore the potential for the unanticipated
windfall in their deposit investments. Unlike bankers, depositors have nothing to lose from
considering these options.
Because many bankers have never experienced this phenomenon, it is not a familiar topic. In
this case, familiarity has little to do with relevance. Truth in Savings Reg. DD requires
institutions to state if a penalty will or may be imposed for early withdrawal; how it is calculated;
and the conditions for its assessment. Yet, few interest rate risk models incorporate scenario
analysis of depositors exercising the options these account disclosures provide. Not measuring
this risk creates an unnecessary blindness to a relevant threat.

ALCO Needs this Evaluation
As the bank’s Asset-Liability Committee “ALCO” is responsible for managing portfolio risks,
including optionality. ALCO’s identification and measurement of depositor refinancing risk is
critical.
At the product level, bankers should evaluate the strength of their early withdrawal penalties.
CorePoint created a calculator enabling bankers to test the option-adjusted expected cost of a
fixed-rate contract when forward implied yields are used as potential refinancing options for
depositors. This calculator at http://calculator.thecdrevolution.com/ models the potential for
early withdrawal and reinvestment to predict the depositor’s optimal results over the life of the
original CD, which are simultaneously the financial institution’s most costly.
The input section of the calculator contains the basic information of the CD contract.
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The system needs to forecast future replacement rates. Projecting forward implied yields
based on the current FHLB Des Moines advance rates is the approach incorporated in the
calculator. The rates used for this sample analysis are stated in the table below.

With these inputs, the system projects the opportunity each month forward to withdraw early by
paying the early withdrawal penalty and reinvesting the entire proceeds in a new fixed-rate
contract for the remaining term of the original CD. The reinvested values at maturity are then
compared to the value at maturity of the original CD. When the replacement is more valuable
at maturity than the original, the difference is displayed as the Forecasted Additional Cost to
Bank.
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Assuming rates rise as projected and depositors execute the most valuable refinance option,
the calculator can display what can be expected to be the graphical representation of the
financial results.
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All the refinancing options are accumulated on a graph showing over time the anticipated
future value of replacement accounts and the forecasted additional cost to the bank, which is
simultaneously the additional value to the depositor accruing from their refinancing action.

When the optimized results for the depositor are evaluated over the term of the refinanced
deposit, the internal rate of return can be compared with the stated rate of the original deposit.
The difference represents the estimated value of the option embedded in the CDs early
withdrawal penalty. In this example, the 2.00% account with a six-month early withdrawal
penalty can be expected to produce total annual interest cost of 2.24%. Therefore, the option
value of the penalty is 24 basis points when interest rates move as indicated by the forward
implied yields and when depositors execute refinance in the 27th month of their ownership with
33 months left to maturity. The bank holding the deposit will lose $1,325 of value over and
above the early withdrawal penalty collected of $1,000.

Interest Rate Risk Modeling
On an enterprise-wide level, bankers should measure the current exposure to loss of funds
and cost of funds that they have previously considered as not volatile. The variables required
for this enterprise-wide evaluation include three data elements: the current portfolio, early
withdrawal penalties and CD offering rates currently available to depositors. The current
portfolio data requires current balance, interest rate, date of deposit and maturity date. The
early withdrawal penalty structure must be stated for all accounts. Currently available CD
offering rates should consider scenarios which include the financial institution’s own offerings
and competitors’ offerings for comparable remaining terms.
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Using the above three data elements, each account is analyzed for the value at maturity if
redeemed early and reinvested versus holding to maturity. Results reveal the percentage of
the portfolio for which depositors would be wise to refinance, the sum of early withdrawal
penalties that should be assessed and the sum of the net benefit to transfer that will be
achieved for the depositors’ accounts at maturity.
As an example, analysis of a typical current bank portfolio is presented here. The portfolio
consists of about $150 million of CDs with a weighted average interest rate of 0.91% and a
weighted average remaining term to maturity in months of 16.6. The early withdrawal penalties
“EWP” were set at 1 month interest forfeited for term to maturity of less than 12 months; 3
months forfeited for terms less than 24 months; 6 months forfeited for terms less than 36
months; and 12 months for longer terms. The replacement CD offering rate was set to equal
FHLB Des Moines advance rates for the remaining term of the CD.

The current exposure was that $43 million or 29% of the balances would benefit the deposit
holder from an immediate refinance; the bank would collect $184K in early withdrawal
penalties; and the aggregate net benefit to depositors at maturity after paying the penalty
would be $174K. The “Sum of the Positive Net Benefit to Transfer” is the amount in excess of
the Early Withdrawal Penalty. It represents the net cost to the bank from depositors’ usage of
these early withdrawal options.
The table below shows the results of the model at various rates above recent FHLB advance
rates. For example, in an environment where rates are current FHLB + 100 basis points, the
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bank would collect $685K if every depositor who could gain from refinancing does. However,
the additional interest expense would total $1.69 million more than the income the bank
receives from the penalties.

The benefit to depositors described above is ultimately a cost to the financial institution holding
the deposit and expecting to hold it to maturity. As we have demonstrated here, deposit
refinancing costs can become a significant financial burden. The analysis above indicates the
potential magnitude of unexpected costs to ALCO committees that fail to incorporate deposit
refinance analytics in their interest rate risk models.
Naturally, increasing the early withdrawal penalties negates some of the benefit to refinancing.
Many bankers have incrementally increased their penalties in recent years. Doubling the
penalty from 6 months to 12 months seems like a big improvement. However, many might be
surprised at the risk that remains after this kind of penalty adjustment. The only way to know
the risk in a portfolio is to run the numbers. After observing a considerable number of these
analyses, it becomes obvious that every financial institution needs to promptly perform a
portfolio specific analysis to understand their exposure to this critical and timely issue.

Retail Bankers Need to Prepare
The impacts on financial institutions extend beyond the direct financial cost. Conversations
about refinancing deposits will be new territory for many retail bankers. Time deposit sales
conversations need to become much more robust. The awareness of previously unobserved
opportunities for depositors to improve their position brings into question the analytics that will
be used to guide decisions. This issue also has income tax consequences.
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Selling CDs as commodities with a static rate sheet that lists term and yield is inadequate to
address this issue. Depositors will legitimately demand to know the dollar difference between
the value of their current CD contract and the value of a replacement. There are too many
variables to expect retail bankers to run the numbers accurately on a calculator. A customized
analysis designed for this purpose is needed to clearly and accurately determine the net
benefit at maturity that results from refinancing.
Bankers hoping to avoid this dialogue are quite vulnerable. Leaving retail bankers unarmed to
analyze these opportunities puts the destiny of your funding in the hands of your competitors
and depositors. What will bankers do when a current depositor comes in to withdraw their
account before maturity to take their money to your competitor? When bankers explain that
they hate to see the depositor incur penalties, depositors will tell them that they have run the
numbers and even after paying the penalty they will collect $X,XXX more at maturity by
cashing in the account now and reinvesting at the new higher rates. Without preparation, this
money is lost and customers are left to conclude that your organization is out-of-touch.
Penalty on early withdrawal of savings reduces adjusted gross income in the year paid. This
means that depositors can get more than just a higher net value at maturity of their deposit.
They can also get an income tax reduction in the current year. Retail bankers need to be
prepared to discuss this issue.
Also, family members may take an increased level of involvement. Many children of senior
citizens are likely to weigh-in on this matter as it creates a legitimate opportunity for them to
help their parents manage their money. This will likely change the conversations with retail
bankers, since it is likely that these depositors will seek to get every last cent out of such
trades.
If retail bankers are not ready to proactively address this, it is highly likely that competitors will
be more than happy to invite and welcome your current depositors as they trade-up to their
new market rate offerings at another financial institution. Now is the time to assess this
exposure and define the customer experience you will offer regarding this situation.

Summary
Time deposit account holders may discover they are able to profitably refinance their CDs
without any risk. Therefore, the risk lies within the portfolios of financial institutions. ALCO
committees need to anticipate and quantify the financial burden of deposit refinance. Analysis
indicates the magnitude of the associated cost as interest rate offerings rise. Though more
substantial early withdrawal penalties mitigate a portion of the cost, analysis shows the risk
often remains material. Interest rate risk models need to be augmented to account for time
deposit refinance optionality.
Conversations with deposit customers will need to address the new dynamics created by
deposit refinance. Retail bankers need the tools to independently analyze the net value at
maturity from a replacement contract. They can also expect other family members to have
influence on decisions of their depositors.
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As interest rates rise, effective executive leadership will use performance analytics to
anticipate the costs and prepare their associates to retain deposits at optimal levels and
engage informed depositors.
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